Department of Computer Science

Class of 2020
Dear Graduates of Computer Science:

Congratulations on your successful graduation from Queens College with a degree in Computer Science! This is a great achievement even under the normal circumstance, and is truly an amazing accomplishment given the unexpected negative impact of the pandemic on virtually every aspect of people’s life. Your determination and perseverance that have been tested in the last several months will undoubtedly become an asset as you move on to the next phase of your career.

As you know we normally host a reception after the College-wide ceremony to show our appreciation to you and your family for entrusting your education with the Computer Science Department, but all such gatherings have been postponed. On behalf of the entire CS faculty and staff, I would like to use this message to convey our sincere appreciation and to wish you all the best in your future endeavor.

Thank you and take care!

--------------------------------------------
Dr. Zhigang Xiang, Chair
Computer Science Department
Queens College
Departmental Awards

Philip Drummond Memorial Award
— for excellent academic achievement
   Jonathan Cheu
   Daniel Rand

Robert Spector Memorial Award
— for high academic skills and service to other students
   En Lin

Department Service Award
— for outstanding service to the CS department
   Brian Aguilar

Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
   Maxwell White

Jacob Rootenberg Fellowship Award
— for academic excellence in the early part of the Master’s program
   Hang Zheng
Candidates for Degrees

Summer 2019

The following is a list of candidates who have successfully met all degree requirements.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Megan Kale
Roberto Ramirez
Jiawei Yang

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Adil Abuwani
Roberto Ramirez
Jiawei Yang

Hasan S Al-Bayati
Sabeel Kazi
Mehak Channi
Zhizhang Chen
Polina A Chernomaz
Joey Cheung

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Kumkum Afroza Ahmed
Jose Miguel De La Guarda
Jen C Liew
Momenun Nessa Akhi
Paramvir Deol
Ahmadou Diadie Mariko
Anik Akhter
Jose S Encarnacion
Yakov Matatov
Jonathan R Arenson
Muhammad Faizan
Zheming Miao
Mark A Avila
Santiago Gomez
Asma Pasha
Jameel Asizi
William J Haley
Emmanuel A Rodriguez
Daniel Chang
Nazmul Hossain
Jooh Seo
Hangjin Chen
Karina Ibragimova
Aparajita Sharma
Huikang Chen
Sadia Islam
Hemanta Sharma
Jingwei Chen
Rajat Khurana
Pawandeep Singh
Xiao Chen
Eli J Kleinworm
Farifat Sultana
Rajat Chhetri
Chun Yiu Lam
Tomer Tiran
Arafat Hussain Chowdhury
Emily Zhi Li
Raphael Winkler
Aixla N Ciudad
Jiening Li
Tingting Ye

Fall 2019

The following is a list of candidates who have successfully met all degree requirements.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Yenyu Huang
Sabeel Kazi
Jay Patel
Yizhi Jiang
Edgar Frank Lizarraga Ugarte
Maxwell White
Ryan T Kane
Yefei Lu

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Zhenhua Cai
Daniel K Constantine
James Lo
Mehak Channi
Xiaochuan Fang
Rahat Mahmud
Zhizhang Chen
Jazymn N Fuller
Dimitrios Nikitopoulos
Polina A Chernomaz
Ka Y Leung
Paul Plusczewicz
Joey Cheung
En Lin
Sukhdip S Rai
Sudip Rijal
Shashi Prasath Sasitharan
Akash Sharma

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Saud Ahmed
Sharia Akter
Azeema Ali
Arif Banai
Alexis Barahona
Cristian E Bonifacio-Gomez
Linda Cai
Raymond C Calapatia
Mohammed A Chowdhury
David Dataram
Michael P Di Giorgio
John Vincent D Evangelista
Romaine M Ewan
Austin T Gehlhaus
Othman Hammouche
Quazi Hossain
Chenyou Huang
Solman Hussain
Syed Javaid
Abdullah Jonaed
George Kaouris
Saurav KC
Kazi Khan
Shobandeep Singh
Zhaochun Wang
Jefferson Wong

Shengyou Zheng
Shangshang Zhu
Ishaniben G Patel
Uliana Pydliak
Sean Anthony Rodriguez
Asif Roni
Rafael Santana
Jose L Santos
Luis Santos
Aurora Kabir Sharif
Ramandeep Singh
Ramanjeet Singh
Arun Sunuwara
Sumaiya Tabassum
Sunita Tamang
Christopher Tufano
Gabriella C Uwadiegwu
Adam B vanWestrienen
Kaven K Vohra
Ning Wei
Langchao Wu
Jason Xu
Xinzhan Yu
Daniel M Zarifpour

Spring 2020

The following is a list of candidates for graduation and not an official list of graduates.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Carolina W Chang Lu
Michael De Morcerf E Moura

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Nana Kodjo Acquah-Asare
Bhavesh Akuwalia
Nabila Ahmed
Paul Alarcon- Mera
Andy G Arellano
Mayank Arora
Resfred Arthur

Hrishav Aryal
Randy Baldeo
Nayeem A Bhuiyan
Kang-Hee Cho
Himanshu Chopra
Dong S Chung
Jorge A Cruz

Sadialiou Diallo
Alex Feaser
Nikunjjan GC
Joel V George
Denzel C Hall
Simon He
Tenzin Kalsang
Mohammad Ashraf A Khan  Sailesh Maharjan  Md.Adnan Rahin
Yusuf A Khan  Jenri Marin  Daniel B Rand
Jeffrey Kim  Mohebullah Mir  Devesh S Singh
Aaron Ko  Paskualino Mjeda  Karanvir Singh
Sujan Lamsal  Karishma Muni  Faheemunnisa Syeda
Stanley Lin  Emily Peguero Marmolejos  Xiaoxiao Wang
Bryan E. Lliguicota  Stylianos F Phanartzis

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Michael K Abiola  Ismail M Farouqe  Asad I Malik
Ehud M Adler  Mahadoruge S Fernando  Wadgma Masab
Brian K Aguilar  Sebastian Galazka  Anguel M Metodiev
Tristen Aguilar  Jacob George  Omar Mirza
Soyeb U Ahmed  Eldrid Gonsalves  Tayeba Monsur
Asif Ali  Suraj Gurung  Suniul A Mrida
Feroz A Ali  Rashidul Hasan  Komal Narine
Kevin Balderrama  Md R Hassan  Wynnter Ong
Sammy Baez  Rachel L Hirmes  Elias D Oquendo
Lovedeep Bajaj  Fiasal Hotaky  Kenny Paredes
Adam M Binder  Mohammad Jamil Jalal  Abraham F Parker
Justin Boateng  Michael C Jans  Keval Patel
Sharon Bogdan  Zhiwen Jiang  Mujahidul I Piyash
Danish A Bokhari  Shakirkhan A Kalavant  Mohammed Rahat
Nyran Bonilla  Sarmad Karatela  Stephanie Ramos
Richard Castillo  Jawwad M Khan  Ariba Razzaq
Gurparveen Kaur Chahal  Deepak Khemraj  Shira Rubin
Eric Chan  Daniel Kopeloff  Joseph M Salomon
Shalini Chandrakumar  Surjit Kumar  Divya Samaroo
Chuhui Chen  Mei King Kwok  Tyron Samaroo
Jackie Chen  Jacky Lau  Tajdidul Sefat
Jacky Chen  Alex Lee  Marcin G Sendrowicz
Andy Cheng  Choun H Lee  Zihao Shao
Jonathan Cheu  Ivan Vincent Lee  Asim J Shariif
Jason Chon  Keon Lee  Wanggyal Sherpa
Ishrat Chowdhury  Reveka Lee  Pizon Shetu
Miftah A Chowdhury  Chenhao Li  Juvraj Singh
Mohammed Chowdhury  Peter Li  Leon L Singh
Juan Corona  Wade Li  Yougeeta Singh
Hejing Cui  Jane Liang  Michael J Smith
Thom De Jesus  Chicong Lin  Hein Soe
Elijah Desrosier  Longlong Lu  Anthony Stenger
Trang T Do  Yongyuan Ma  Leonardo J Suarez
Reudverly Duvert  James F Macdonnell  Kyle A Tapang
Kareem M El Sayed  Xavier O Maldonado  Ammar Tayabali
Michael Teixeira  
Marcelo E Villalba  
Sang Gi Yoon  
Nelson G Zeas

Summer 2020

The following is a list of candidates for graduation and not an official list of graduates.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Yi Yu

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Brandon H Hwang  
Joel E Pena  
David Zou

Kai Li  
Srijana Tamang

Han Wen Loh  
Jacia Thomas

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jasir Ahmed  
Omar A Khan  
Jose W Rivas

Ahmed Azom  
Akhil Khanna  
Adam Rodrigues

Asraful Babul  
Jun Young Kim  
Albert Rodriguez

Julien D Bankier  
Brandon Lahey  
Noor Ahmed Salim

Joseph N Bdaro  
Adam Lapinski  
Miguel Santos

Allison Brenner  
Hai Lin  
Joseph M Schwartz-Messing

Calvin Chen  
Hui Lin  
Kyle M Sealy

Misbah Chowdhury  
Jianhui Lin  
Rayhan Shakib

Chandra S Deb  
Wynnter Ong  
Jemima Shikdar

Yasin A Ehsan  
Elias D Oquendo  
Md Tawhid

Imran H Fakir  
Anthony Pena  
Anthony Torres

Jyoti Ghising  
Hernan E Pesantez  
Aniqa T Wahid

Hamza Muhammad Gill  
Berrezueta  
Guifeng Ye

Rashidul Hasan  
Kirsten A Pevidal  
Jiewen Ying

Timothy S Hill  
Hamidur Rahman  
Feng Yu Zhang

Rayhana Hossain  
Muhammad Moshiur

Yuhuan Huang  
Rahman